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To educate individuals to become compassionate and responsible global 

citizens who contribute towards sustainable development.

Newsletter
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The events of the month are displayed in the event

calendar.

Event Calendar – October 2019
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KG children indulged in a cooperative play time in the sand pit.

This helps in promoting fine motor skills, hand-eye

coordination, improves creativity, provides sensory

experiences and prepares them for learning math concepts.

Playing in Sand
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Experiencing the Hot and Cold
Temperatures

K.G. Children experienced hot and cold temperatures by dipping

their hands in hot and cold water. This activity helped them feel

and distinguish temperatures.
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K.G. Children enacted a rhyme using animal headbands. Their

singing added vibrancy to the act and aided in the

understanding of the rhyme.

Enacting a Rhyme
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Pride of India

Grade V - Adhishankara staged a presentation on

“Milk ATMs” that are operated in Odisha.
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Principal’s Address 

The Principal of C.V.M. addressed the children of the primary

school on the expectations from the new term.
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Elements of a Personal Letter

Grade IV identified the elements of a personal letter and its

importance by solving a puzzle in English class.
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Neel Kathaigal

Five primary school teachers attended a session on Neel

Kathaigal in C.V.M, Coimbatore.
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KG Children celebrated the Blue Day. The theme was "Save

Water". Children shared things in blue with peers and had a

"talking time". They prepared puppets to carry during a rally to

create awareness on ‘Saving Water’.

Blue Day
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Pride of India

Grade V – Vashista discussed the different ways to wake up

early in the morning.

Grade:IV - Shaakunthalam discussed the definition and the

basic tips of first aid.
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“World Youth Skill Day”

Youth skills day was observed by Grade IV- Shaakunthalam by

showcasing the talents of children in the fields like, dancing,

skating, singing, yoga, silambam and drums. The art and craft

skills of children were also exhibited.
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Accolades

Anand Chess Academy conducted District Level Children &

Open Tournament.

Manoj Narasimman of Grade-III-Magadha, secured 1st place

in the competition.

District level Chess Tournament was 
conducted by Kaparov Chess Academy.

Name Grade Category Prize

Adith SKG Under-6 7th place

Saswath SKG Under-6 10th place
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Plogging

Grade II-Agni was involved in Plogging. In continuation to the

lesson in environmental studies - “Keep Surroundings Clean”,

they went around the class picking litter and segregated them

into biodegradable and non-biodegradable materials.
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Exhibition of Model Houses

Grade - II created models of different types of houses and an

exhibition was organized in the respective classrooms. Some

children visited the actual construction sites and got an idea

about the different materials used to construct the houses.

Grade I was invited as the guests for the exhibition.
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Peer learning by Kaveri School, 
Trichy

The correspondent of the Cauvery International School, Trichy

and Mr. Subramani from XSEED visited our school to know the

implementation of XSEED. They observed a science class of

grade V and Math class of grade IV.
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Zoom Conference- XSEED

An online session by Xseed provided our teachers with

strategies to engage students with effective dialogues in the

class rooms.
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Micro Teaching – Mr.S.Mohankumar

Mr. Mohan Kumar from the department of Tamil, actively

engaged teachers in Micro Teaching. His presentation created

an eagerness and ardent interest in the pursuit of learning.
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Purna Vidya classes

Ms. Padmaja from Hari Shree Vidyalayam, Chennai observed

the teaching-learning process in C.V.M. She had a dialogue with

a few teachers handling Purna Vidya Sessions.
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Gita Chanting

Children actively recited the shlokas of Bhagavad Gita. The

chanting helped the children gather the merits of worshipping the

supreme power.
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Ayutha Pooja

Ayudha Pooja and Vijayadashami were celebrated at the

school with due fervor to seek the blessings of God.
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Vidyarambam

Newly enrolled children were welcomed at CVM. Children

inscribed a few letters in the plate of paddy to mark

Vidyarambham.
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Utsav – A Sharing 

Mr. Thirumoorthy and Ms. Sangeetha shared about Utsav

organized at Hari Shree Vidyalayam, Chennai.
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Bridge Day

Bridge day for KG and Grades I to XII was organized. It was

an opportunity for both the parents and teachers to discuss

the performance of the children. Bridge day also helped to

understand how the child progressed in academics and other

areas.
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Video Conference

C.V.M. students interacted with the students of Ukraine on the

topic "Festivals“. The session helped them to understand how

celebrations varied from region to region.
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Value Education Session

Ms. Vidhya M.S., the Principal of C.V.M. was a resource person

during a session on "Value Education" at The Rajas

International School in Nagarkovil.
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Children of KG celebrated Diwali by lighting Diyas inside the

classroom at C.V.M. Teachers shared the story of Diwali.

Children were engaged in painting Diyas, preparing greeting

cards and creating Diyas using origami sheets. The classroom

decoration was beautiful and apt.

Festival of Lights
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Government School Visit 

Grade X students had an interaction with Government school

students at Goundanpalayam to collect data on quality

education as part of for their G.C. project.
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MUN Conference 
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CVMMUN’19 was a dream come true. We took
pride in being the members of MUN47
Committee and to have organized the event.
The conference brought forth moments that I
would cherish all through my life. I was
moved to see a lot of hands working with
determination. Students made the best use of
the conference and it turned to be productive.

The MUN47 committee achieved the first step
towards our dream of conducting an Inter-
School MUN. Everything went well. The days
prior to the conference taught us a lot, we
faced hardships, and we considered them as
learning experiences. During the conference, I
was amazed with the performances of the
delegates. I feel grateful indeed to everyone
who supported us.

I had an amazing experience in organizing
CVMMUN’19. The outcome of CVMMUN was
wonderful. I am grateful that MUN47
Committee took efforts to achieve this mission
which was set a year ago. I had enriched my
skills on communication, business and
management. We were able to decentralize
our work that made our journey easier. There
were many challenges that came our way and
we were able to overcome them with the
support of the team. CVMMUN’19 has become
an event to cherish lifelong.

Brintha. S
(Grade – XII)  

Secretary General 
–CVMMUN’19

Abhilasa Guru. S 
(Grade – XII)     

Director General –
CVMMUN’19

Vijeyavelan S S
(Grade-XII)            

Under Secretary 
General -

Administration –
CVMMUN’19
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Reap Benefit 

Mr. Gowtham from Reap Benefit, Chennai, discussed the

progress of Global Citizenship activities with the students and

teachers at C.V.M.
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Awakened Citizenship Program

A street play on the topic “Angry Gandhi” was presented in the

assembly. In their street play, the theme of the month ‘Honesty’

was the main focus.
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Awakened Citizenship Program

Commemorating the 150th birthday of Mahatma Gandhi,

Awakened Citizen Program team organized a rally at

Gandhigramam to spread peace and honesty in the society.
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Career Guidance Program

Ms. Rithu Sri Raghavan from Singapore conducted a two-day

session on Career Guidance for grades X and XII. The session

opened up various options for the youngsters.
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A Field Trip

Grade VIII visited a “Pottery Shop” as a field trip with

regard to a lesson in Tamil.
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Nature Diaries

Nature Diaries organized an interactive session for the parents of

tour-goers. The representatives presented the complete plan of

the trip to the parents.
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A Tour for Hostellers

A tour to "Pondicherry" was arranged for hostellers.
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Chettipalayam, Puliyur C.F, Karur District, Tamil Nadu.

Contact Numbers: T +(0)4324 251977, M +(0)9786696574

E-mail: info@chettinadvidyamandir.org 

Website: www.chettinadvidyamandir.org


